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MEDIA ADVISORY #18-002

Oct. 29, 2020

NOT FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
***Media Advisory***
MARINE CORPS AIR GROUND COMBAT CENTER TWENTYNINE PALMS, Calif. –
Will not be hosting a media day tour in the training area during Service Level Training Exercise 1-21
due to COVID-19 mitigations.
SLTE is a series of separate exercises designed to prepare the Marine Air Ground Task Force for
operations around the globe by increasing their ability to operate and conduct offensive and
defensive combat operations.
In place of the media day, the Combat Center has created a “Service Level Training Exercise” feature
page on Defense Visual Information Distribution Service to provide imagery that is easily accessible to
media outlets. The feature page can be found at:
https://www.dvidshub.net/feature/ServiceLevelTrainingExercise
Integrated Training Exercise, Adversary Force Exercise, and Mountain Training Exercise are sub
level events of SLTE and prepare U.S. and partner nation service members for the culminating event
of SLTE called Marine Air Ground Task Force Warfighting Exercise.
ITX is the most comprehensive exercise conducted at MCAGCC, focusing on the tactical
application of combined-arms maneuver and offensive and defensive operations during combat.
MTX takes place at Marine Corps Mountain Warfare Training Center, Bridgeport, California, and
prepares units to conduct offensive and defensive operations in a mountainous environment.
AFX exposes units to cutting edge technology, tactics, techniques and procedures to increase
proficiency, unit cohesion, and adaptability in warfighting at all levels.

MWX pushes the MAGTF to be innovative and adaptive to our Nations’ ever evolving adversaries
by challenging service members to fight against a free-thinking adversary with similar capabilities
in a force-on-force, free-play environment.

For more information about Service Level Training Exercise 1-21, MAGTFTC, or MCAGCC go to:
https://www.dvidshub.net/unit/MCAGCCTP-C
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